THE BLOW THAT MADE SAVOY A CHAMPION

IT Began THIS WAY. The two hands chug that aptly match the speed and style of the players, to the beat of the music, one gave the signal for the start of the game, and the other for the finish. The object was to reach the far end of the alley in the least number of moves, and the winner was the player who did so with the least number of moves.

New Golf Find
BY ERVIN B. LEVINE

The new golf find which is making such a stir in the world of golf is the new Golf Birdie, which is the result of years of research and development by the Golf Birdie Company. The Golf Birdie is a small, lightweight, easy-to-use device that allows golfers to take their game to the next level.

W.I. Fighting To Avoid Defeat

When Warlow caught Bannister off and had moved 285, the West Indies had made a good start, but the wicket of Warlow was a big blow, and when Shillingford had been dismissed for 2, the West Indies were struggling. The West Indies made a brave effort to avoid defeat, but the loss of Thorne and the wicket of Warlow was too much for them.

Turned Down

After Warlow’s dismissal, the West Indies were in a precarious position, but they managed to hang on for a time. However, when Shillingford was out, the West Indies were in real trouble. They fought hard to avoid defeat, but in the end, they had to settle for a draw.

Channel Swimmers Will Find Boats Scarce This Year

The Channel Swimmers are facing a difficult year ahead, as the supply of boats is scarce this year. The swimmers have to be careful in their choice of boat, as the supply is limited.

May Go For European Title

Vienna Jews: Jewish people in Vienna are reported to be preparing for a European title match. They are said to be working hard to prepare for the match, and are expected to do well.

Do you keep Poultry?

You sure will need CHICKEN RUNS
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